March 2016

KEMNAY GOLF CLUB
Kemnay Golf Course - Health & Safety Information
All golfers must show the utmost regard for the safety of other golfers and members of the public
adjacent to and on the golf course. It is each golfer’s responsibility to ascertain that it is safe to play a
shot.
All golfers must be aware of the signals for suspension of play e.g. course closure, be aware of risks to
personal safety e.g. lightning and read carefully any notices at the first tee detailing any green-keeping
work which may be hazardous.
All golfers must be aware of the procedures for contacting help in the event of emergencies on the course
e.g. collapse/acute illness.
All golfers should be aware that Kemnay Golf Club is built on natural parkland/woodland terrain with
many areas of undulating and uneven ground, with slopes in places. Golfers should pay particular
attention to ground conditions and ensure that footwear appropriate to the conditions is worn. Particular
care should be exercised when ascending or descending slopes when underfoot conditions may be
slippery.
In the interests of safety, golfers must not intentionally drive the ball to adjacent fairways.
The following holes have been identified as having specific safety features which are detailed against
the named holes and two holes have specific warning signs on the tees. These are worded for right
handed golfers.












1st hole: A public road on the left and a crossing to and from the 17th medal tee.
2nd hole: Adjacent tree lined avenue blind from the tee and a road crossing 70 yards short of the
green which is unsighted.
5th hole: Be aware of a risk to players on the 14th green from a sliced (right) drive
7th hole: Sliced drive risk to players on the 15th and a hooked second shot risk to players on the 8th
tee which is unsighted.
9th hole: Risk to players on the 13th tee from a hooked (left) drive. Beware of the steep slopes on
the fairway during adverse weather.
10th hole: Significant risk to players on the 11th tee from a pulled or hooked tee shot. A warning
sign is displayed on the tee.
11th hole: Significant risk to players on the 10th tee and at the halfway house from a pulled or
hooked tee shot. A warning sign is displayed on the tee.
15th hole: Second shots from the fairway are blind to the green and the 3rd tee to the right of the
green.
16th hole: Caution should be observed descending the steep path from the tee and the hand rail
should be used.
17th hole: Players using the medal tee should exercise due caution crossing the first fairway and
should use the steps provided to check the fairway is clear before teeing off.
18th hole: Pulled or hooked tee shots can endanger people and property at the clubhouse.
Protective screens have been installed but a warning shout of “FORE LEFT” should always be
given.

All golfers must use all footpaths and bridges. Balls in ditches should be retrieved with the ball scoops
provided.

